
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
AD operations. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look
at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for AD operations

Delivery of owned projects and initiatives to the respective teams and
conduct timely calibration of these projects to seek areas that can be
tweaked to improve performance, impact and effectiveness
Piloting, implementing, streamlining and exploring the options for largescale
driveability of projects and initiatives like CBPR, CBSR globally
Periodic risk analysis and mitigation of those elements by identifying and
developing contingency plan, facilitate decision closure, acceptance and
signoff by stakeholders to ensure the smooth running of the operations
Track and manage the project outcomes in the delivery of all programs and
services, and work closely with the team to ensure that all deliverables are
met and the impact is measured
To be self-taught in domain, operations and process
Serve as team expert for tools & technology and seek new opportunities to
provide value added services within existing client accounts
Partner with Sales, Editorial and Digital Engagement teams on campaign
optimization strategies
Understand the direct relationship between support efficacy and business
performance
Day-to-day management of campaign set-up, trafficking, tracking,
troubleshooting and optimization with creative agencies, Google and other
tech vendors
Support the Media Strategy team with insights and technical knowledge to
ensure a correct A/B testing framework
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Highly technical and can speak eloquently to ad operations processes and
setup but also able to explain complex concepts to novices
1+ years of experience with DFP (Legacy or Premium), experience with other
3rd party ad serving systems including Atlas, DFA, Sizmek, Pointroll
Comfortable juggling multiple tasks
Proactively investigate and troubleshoot issues (delivery discrepancies, billing
disputes, technical issues, ) as they arise and communicate solutions to
clients, agencies, third-party platforms and/or internal parties
Must be proficient in Excel, have knowledge of DFP, DSM, MSFT Office,
Google Analytics, JIRA
Experience trafficking in DFP and/or TAP (or similar display and audio
systems) a plus


